Over the last decade, optical atomic clocks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have surpassed their microwave counterparts and now offer the ability to measure time with an increase in precision of two orders of magnitude or more. This performance increase is compelling not only for enabling new science, such as geodetic measurements of the earth, searches for dark matter, and investigations into possible long-term variations of fundamental physics constants [7-9] but also for revolutionizing existing technology, such as the global positioning system (GPS). A significant remaining challenge is to transition these optical clocks to non-laboratory environments, which requires the ruggedization and miniaturization of the atomic reference and clock laser along with their supporting lasers and electronics [4, 10, 11] . Here, using a compact stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) laser to interrogate a 88 Sr + ion, we demonstrate a promising component of a portable optical atomic clock architecture. In order to bring the stability of the SBS laser to a level suitable for clock operation, we utilize a self-referencing technique to compensate for temperature drift of the laser to within 170 nK. Our SBS optical clock achieves a short-term stability of 3.9 × 10 −14 at 1 s-an order of magnitude improvement over state-of-the-art microwave clocks. Based on this technology, a future GPS employing portable SBS clocks offers the potential for distance measurements with a 100-fold increase in resolution. * These authors contributed equally to this work.
The ability to precisely measure time with a portable system has long been instrumental to navigation. The necessity for accurate and portable timekeeping inspired the development of Harrison's marine chronometer nearly 300 years ago and continues to this day, reflected in modern societal reliance on the GPS. Recently, optical atomic clocks with performance far surpassing that of the best microwave clocks have significantly advanced the precision with which time-and, equivalently, distance-can be measured. However, portable implementations of these optical clocks will require substantial modifications to the existing clock architecture, including miniaturization of the master laser whose performance is central to the operation of the clock. A key challenge is to maintain the frequency stability of the clock laser while reducing its size. This stability is required for the laser to (1) remain within the vicinity of the atom's narrow-linewidth transition during the period of time before the clock feedback is engaged (∼minutes) and (2) remain locked to the atomic transition between feedback cycles (∼ms). These stringent requirements have thus far eliminated all but bulkcavity-stabilized (BCS) lasers [12] [13] [14] , which exhibit linewidths of < 1 Hz but otherwise are unwieldy and prone to vibration [4, 10, 15, 16] , as possible candidates for clock interrogation.
A promising portable alternative to these BCS lasers has recently emerged via generation of SBS light in an ultrahigh quality factor (Q) resonator [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The SBS nonlinearity plays a vital role here as the stimulated phonons provide an additional filtering mechanism for laser noise [23] , which enables an SBS laser to surpass the ultimate level of linewidth achievable through the resonator Q alone. In comparison to the BCS laser, the SBS laser offers the advantages of reduced cavity volume, operation without vacuum, the ability to be rigidly mounted to any flat surface, and a potentially higher tolerance to vibration. Despite these properties, the application of the SBS laser to state-of-the-art atomic physics has yet to be demonstrated, primarily due to the laser's substantial frequency drift in response to temperature change [20] . Here, we overcome the challenges of drift by applying a recently developed technique to sense temperature fluctuations of the SBS laser below 100 nK [24] .
We employ this technique to introduce a new feedforward correction scheme, which enables us to compensate for these temperature deviations at the same level of precision. We utilize the stabilized SBS light in the demonstration of a strontium-ion optical clock, which breaks the long-standing clock paradigm of requiring a BCS laser to serve as the master oscillator.
Through a clock self-comparison measurement, we achieve a fractional frequency stability of 3.9 × 10 −14 / √ τ (with the interrogation time τ in s), beyond the short-term stability achievable by the best microwave clocks.
For our clock demonstration, we interrogate a 88 Sr + ion using a fiber-cavity SBS laser with radiation at 1348 nm that is frequency-doubled to reach the narrow-linewidth 88 Sr + clock transition at 674 nm [25] . Figure 1a depicts our overall strategy for achieving a stable SBS optical-atomic clock. Starting from two orthogonally-polarized pump lasers input into a high-Q optical-fiber resonator (panel i), the resonator generates two orthogonally-polarized SBS outputs that are Stokes shifted from their respective pumps by ∼12.5 GHz (panel ii).
The two SBS lasers interfere on a photodetector to produce a 180 MHz beat note (panel iii), the frequency deviation of which predominantly corresponds to the temperature drift of the SBS resonator [24] . This method of temperature sensing is based on techniques that connect the differential temperature sensitivity between two orthogonal-polarization resonator modes to a measurement of temperature change [26] [27] [28] . However, due to issues associated with both the detection and control of small shifts in temperature, the best prior stabilization efforts have so far been limited to the range of ∼10 µK [29] . Here, as a consequence of the exceptionally narrow SBS lasing linewidth, the resolution of our temperature sensor reaches below 100 nK. An even more formidable challenge, however, is the actuation of temperature control with this level of precision, which is complicated by the coupling between temperature and length through thermal expansion. In order to circumvent the need for direct control of temperature, we apply the dual-polarization beat note as a feedforward correction to the SBS laser's frequency (panel iv). This correction brings the SBS laser's stability to a regime where it can be used to interrogate a 88 Sr + ion optical clock (panel v).
The SBS laser system ( Fig. 1b) consists of a single pump laser at 1348 nm that is split into two separate paths. On one path, an AOM is used both to shift the light by ∼180 MHz and to enable independent control of its frequency. Afterwards, the polarization of one of the pump beams is rotated by 90 • , and the two pump beams are then sent into the SBS resonator in opposite directions to accomplish Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking [30] to the resonator's two orthogonal-polarization modes. The SBS resonator itself exhibits a loaded Q of 1.9 × 10 8 and consists of 2 m of optical fiber wound around a 2-inch diameter mandrel that rests within a 3.1 × 3.5 × 1-inch copper enclosure (Fig. 1c ). The two pump lasers each generate their own counter-propagating SBS beams, which upon leaving the resonator are both coupled out of the system through a pair of circulators. A portion of the SBS light is also monitored and used to stabilize the amplitude of the SBS laser. Past the circulator, the outputs of both orthogonal polarization SBS lasers are interfered on a photodetector, which serves as our method for sensing temperature change. Figure 1d presents the feedforward circuitry used in the stabilization of the SBS laser.
After the 180 MHz SBS temperature error signal is generated, a series of operations is applied for the purpose of preparing this signal to serve as a correction to the SBS laser. Using a PLL, the temperature error is first converted to a voltage that is low-pass filtered and amplified before it is converted back again to a RF signal. A net frequency multiplication factor of 39 is achieved through this process, which enables the temperature error to precisely match and cancel the SBS frequency drift. The subtraction of a ramp signal also enables the ability to compensate for a residual linear SBS drift. After correction, the SBS laser output is frequency doubled to reach 674 nm for interrogation of the 88 Sr + ion. Figure 2 demonstrates the feedforward procedure for correcting the SBS laser's drift.
Both the frequency of the SBS laser beat note with a reference BCS laser and the frequency of the dual-polarization beat note are measured at time intervals of 1 ms and plotted over a period of 12 minutes ( Fig. 2a ). The polarization beat is also numerically multiplied by the correction factor of 39 in order to illustrate the correspondence between the correction signal and the SBS laser's frequency drift. Attempting to subtract the correction signal from the SBS laser's drift yields a residual linear drift of 160 kHz/ minute for the SBS laser frequency. We attribute this linear drift to a slow relaxation of the SBS resonator over time, which is projected to equilibrate on the time scale of months. Upon numerically removing this linear drift from the SBS and polarization-beat traces, the underlying temperatureinduced drift of the SBS laser frequency is revealed (Fig. 2b) . The correction signal, which now occupies a span of 30 kHz, shows excellent agreement with the remaining SBS laser drift for cancellation. When the polarization-beat frequency is subtracted from the SBS laser frequency, a stabilized SBS laser frequency with ∼ 220 Hz frequency fluctuations is obtained ( Fig. 2c ). The lineshape of the stabilized SBS laser (Fig. 3c ) demonstrates further the laser's exceptional short-term noise. A Voigt fit to the spectrum reveals a linewidth of 22 Hz. This value of linewidth is confirmed by the measured fractional frequency noise of the stabilized SBS laser (Fig. 3d ), which reaches a minimum of 1.1 × 10 −13 at 60 ms and corresponds to a frequency deviation of 24 Hz. At long time scales, the noise level becomes 1.4 × 10 −12 (310 Hz), which is slightly larger than the 220 Hz excursions found with the numerical driftcancelling procedure of Fig. 2d . We attribute this difference in drift to noise in the electronics used for feedforward stabilization. At the level of 310 Hz, the achieved frequency drift shows our ability to stabilize the SBS laser's temperature fluctuations to within 170 nK.
In order to experimentally demonstrate the practical capability of the SBS laser, we use it to run an atomic clock, stabilizing the laser to the narrow-linewidth S 1/2 ↔ D 5/2 quadrupole clock transition in 88 Sr + (0.4 Hz natural linewidth). We interrogate a single strontium ion confined 50 µm above the surface of a microfabricated surface-electrode trap within a cryogenic ultra-high-vacuum apparatus [32] . To improve the coherence time of the ion's optical transition, we employ a system of passive magnetic field stabilization using persistent superconducting currents [33] and active laser-vibration compensation using an interferometric scheme similar to fiber noise cancellation [34] . Using these techniques, we have measured a coherence time of 2.9 ms with an existing BCS laser. As shown in Fig. 4a , the clock interrogation light is amplified through a series of injection-locked lasers followed by tapered amplifiers, with fiber-noise cancellation stages to mitigate phase noise picked up as the laser is routed between and across rooms within optical fiber; a single flipper mirror allows us to select either the BCS laser or the SBS laser as the initial seed for the injection stages.
An AOM is used both for scanning the SBS laser over the clock transition and for locking the laser's frequency to the atomic resonance. Spectroscopy of the clock transition performed with the SBS laser reveals a coherence-limited linewidth of 370 Hz (Fig. 4b ). This value of linewidth is consistent with the coherence measured when injecting the optical path with the BCS laser, which we presume to have a narrower linewidth than the SBS laser. Thus we attribute the apparent broadening beyond the 22 Hz capability of the SBS laser to be due to residual uncompensated noise in the optical path, which is independent of the master laser source.
To discipline the SBS laser to the atomic resonance frequency, we create an error signal via a Ramsey experiment consisting of two π 2 pulses on the clock transition, separated by an interrogation time τ = 1 ms. As the phase of the second π 2 pulse is varied, the population in the lower clock state traces out a sine curve (Fig. 4c ). The slope of this signal reaches a maximum when the second pulse is 90 • out of phase with the first pulse. Variations in the laser frequency during the interrogation time result in an additional phase shift and are thus mapped to the ion's state distribution. Between interrogation cycles, the state of the ion must be detected and then re-prepared into the lower clock level; this leads to a 1.85 ms dead time, during which we are insensitive to frequency fluctuations of the laser.
In order to assess the stability of the Brillouin laser optical atomic clock, we perform a self-comparison measurement via two independently-operated clock signals generated by interleaving distinct sets of correction signals applied to the SBS laser. This technique has been previously used to characterize clock performance when two independent clocks are not available [35, 36] and is known to accurately capture the short-term clock stability, including ion projection noise and the Dick effect due to dead time in the clock protocol.
The self-comparison technique is insensitive to long-term frequency drifts of the ion, which if present would be common to both clock signals, but at the same time underestimates the performance of the clock due to the extra dead time incurred through the interleaving operation. We note that our clock is interrogated on the magnetically-sensitive |5S 1/2 , m J = −1/2 → |4D 5/2 , m J = −3/2 transition, which would limit long-term stability if magnetic field drifts were not cancelled; however, a simple protocol for 88 Sr + clocks has been developed [37] which eliminates both first-order Zeeman and electric quadrupole shifts of the clock transition and can be implemented in future measurements. For a 1 ms interrogation time followed by a 1.85 ms recooling and state preparation period, the effective dead time for each clock is 4.7 ms and results in a measured clock stability of 3.9 × 10 −14 / √ τ (Fig. 4d ). This value of frequency stability agrees well with numerical simulations we performed of the Brillouin laser optical clock using the measured laser noise, which predict the clock to operate at the level of 4.1 × 10 −14 / √ τ for 4.7 ms of dead time.
The good correspondence between measurement and simulation suggests that under normal clock operation with 1.85 ms of dead time, the clock stability would reach 2.5 × 10 −14 / √ τ .
In summary, the advances made here to the SBS laser bring the laser noise into a new regime that approaches the level of performance only currently achievable by BCS lasers.
When the SBS laser is used to interrogate an atomic system, the combination offers the potential for creating portable optical atomic clocks with stability surpassing that of state-of-the-art microwave clocks by an order of magnitude or more. For the realization of a truly portable clock, future effort is required in miniaturizing the atomic physics package and in maturing the technology of compact frequency combs [38] and SBS lasers. Additional benefits in size and vibration tolerance may be gained by transitioning the fiber SBS laser to an integrated platform [18, 22] pending further improvements to the linewidth and stability of chip-based SBS lasers. While not directly explored in this work, other promising architectures for ultralow noise lasers [39, 40] may also benefit from the techniques of temperature stabilization developed here.
I. METHODS

A. SBS Laser Setup
A 1348 nm external-cavity diode laser outputting 30 mW power serves as the pump of the SBS laser. The pump light is split at a 90:10 ratio between two separate paths that are used to probe the two orthogonal polarization modes of the optical resonator. The 90% path passes through an additional AOM, which equalizes the power between the two paths.
Each path is also phase modulated and amplified such that the power reaches ∼10 mW at the resonator input, which produces ∼5 mW of SBS light at the output. It is essential to the operation of this SBS laser that the counterpropagating SBS light generated by one pump travels alongside the opposite polarization pump that passes through the resonator. The PBS that follows after the resonator then separates the SBS light from that of the orthogonal polarization pump. The pump light is demodulated and used for PDH locking to the cavity resonance. 10% of the output SBS power is tapped off and used to servo the SBS laser's amplitude, while the remaining 90% is redirected out by a circulator. The resonator itself sits within a copper enclosure comprising a copper platform that rests on a layer of Viton.
The enclosure isolates the resonator from the environment but permits the ability to control the resonator's temperature through the copper.
B. Feedforward Implementation
In order to stabilize the SBS laser via feedforward, a frequency scaling factor of 39 must be applied to the dual-polarization beat note. This factor is tuned to match the long-term frequency movement of the polarization beat to the drift of the SBS laser. Although multiplication by 39 appears to be optimal, the accuracy of the correction signal does not degrade significantly for scale factors of 39 ± 2. In addition to a frequency scaling, the polarization beat must undergo (1) The SBS laser's frequency drift, noise, and spectrum are all measured by interfering the frequency-doubled SBS output with an independent bulk-cavity-stabilized laser operating at 674 nm. After photodetection, a 0 − 200 MHz signal is generated whose noise characteristics are assumed to all be attributed to the SBS laser. In contrast, the 180 MHz dual-polarization beat note is directly produced by separately interfering two orthogonal-polarization SBS signals. For measuring drift, the frequencies of the SBS laser and dual-polarization beat note are tracked across two frequency counters that are simultaneously triggered. Alternatively, for measuring the spectrum, the SBS signal is mixed to 5 MHz and directly detected on a spectrum analyzer.
D. Clock Protocol and Simulation
Our clock protocol consists of a Ramsey measurement, with initial π/2 pulse driven by the SBS laser, interrogation time of 1 ms, and final π/2 pulse 90 • out of phase with the first pulse. Both pulses are amplitude corrected using a composite pulse sequence [41] to mitigate amplitude fluctuations. After completing this Ramsey sequence, we measure the ion state via state-dependent scattering of photons on the cycling S 1/2 → P 1/2 ion transition. After determining which of the two clock states the ion is in, we update a frequency correction applied to the ion as follows:
where τ = 1 ms is the interrogation time, α ≈ 0.2 is a gain term optimized to achieve the best stability, and m i represents the measurement result, with m i = +1 (−1) corresponding to finding the ion in the D 5/2 (S 1/2 ) state.
In order to implement our interleaved clock self-comparison, we run two independent control loops according to the above protocol. During odd-numbered interrogations, we use and update the first frequency correction ∆f (1) i ; during even-numbered interrogations we use and update the second frequency correction ∆f (2) i . After the experiment is over the two frequency series ∆f (1) and ∆f (2) are compared against one another to compute the Allan deviation of the interleaved clock.
The performance of the interleaved clock is compared against a numerical simulation we developed. This simulation models noise of the SBS laser using measured data for timescales of 1 ms and above (taken from comparisons against a BCS laser) to which is added a white noise term with spectral density of 7 Hz 2 /Hz to simulate short-time-scale fluctuations of the laser frequency. In the simulation, the laser frequency is updated once per clock cycle based on ion measurements that take into account quantum projection noise and dead time effects. 
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